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SMILE FOR THE HOME TEAM: THE INTERPLAY OF
DENTAL ASSISTING ASSOCIATES DEGREES AND

RUNS SCORED BY THE BALTIMORE ORIOLES

Caleb Horton, Anthony Tate, Giselle P Todd

International College

This study dives into the unlikely relationship between the number of Associates degrees awarded in 
Dental Assisting and the runs scored by the Baltimore Orioles. While seemingly unrelated, our 
research team delved into the statistics - both educational and athletic - to determine if there is any 
discernible link between the two. We discovered a correlation coefficient of 0.9113451 and p < 0.01 
for the time period spanning from 2011 to 2021. Now, you may be wondering, what do baseball and 
dental assisting have in common? Well, the answer is quite simple – they both involve a lot of drilling!
It's a shame, really, that we couldn't squeeze in a dentist and an umpire into a joke together, but it 
was just too tough to pull off without it feeling a little forced. Our findings indicate that as the 
number of Dental Assisting Associates degrees awarded increases, so does the number of runs 
scored by the Baltimore Orioles. It's almost like the players are getting a toothache and hitting the 
ball harder in a fit of dental frustration. As my dentist always says, "I'll have to prepare you for a root
canal if you don't start flossing regularly. And by prepare, I mean mentally. It's already a pain in the 
tooth just thinking about it." In conclusion, while the connection between these variables may seem 
as elusive as a hard-to-reach molar, our research suggests a curious and somewhat comical 
relationship between the tooth and the ballgame. It's safe to say that this correlation has truly given 
us something to smile about - just remember to brush and floss after every meal, even if you're 
playing baseball!

Whether  discussing  the  intricacies  of
dental health or the nuances of America's
favorite pastime, both typically involve a
fair amount of statistics and a great deal
of patience. And as any good researcher
knows,  sometimes  the  most  unexpected
correlations  can  emerge  from  the  most
unlikely  pairings.  Just  like  when  your
dentist makes a filling but charges you an
arm and a tooth – I guess that's why they
call it the "drill" of dentistry!

The relationship between the confounding
variables of  Associates degrees awarded
in Dental Assisting and the runs scored by
the Baltimore Orioles may seem about as
likely as a home run hit with a toothbrush.
However,  as  with any good mystery,  it's
important  to  dig  deep  –  much  like

searching for a wayward tooth in a game
of baseball  where nobody told the tooth
fairy that a ball had been involved. 

In  this  study,  we  set  out  to  explore
whether  there  might  be  an  underlying
connection  between  the  number  of
aspiring  dental  assistants  entering  the
workforce  and  the  performance  of
Baltimore's  finest  on  the  baseball
diamond.  It's  almost  as  if  the  dental
aspirations  of  young  scholars  are
solidifying into home runs on the field – a
true case of hitting it out of the park, both
literally and figuratively.

While  some  may  argue  that  the  only
association between dental assisting and
the Orioles is the need for a good set of
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teeth to enjoy a game, our data paints a
different picture. It's clear that as dental
assisting degrees increase, so do the runs
scored by the Orioles. Who knew that the
secret to baseball  success was hiding in
the  floss  of  future  dental  professionals?
It's  as  if  the  players  have  finally  found
their "sweet spot" – which, coincidentally,
is precisely where they should be aiming
for on the field.

As we delve deeper into this unexpected
connection, it's worth noting that baseball
and  dentistry  do  share  a  few
commonalities.  For  one,  both  require
precision – whether it's hitting a fastball
or  drilling  a  cavity,  there's  no  room for
error.  And  while  the  Orioles  have
certainly  experienced their  fair  share  of
"pain points" in recent seasons, it seems
that  a  surge  in  dental  graduates  is
providing  just  the  remedy  they  need  to
turn the tide. As my dentist always says,
"The  only  thing  more  important  than  a
good swing is a good floss – and that's not
just a gap year."

In conclusion, our study sheds light on a
peculiar  yet  compelling  association
between  dental  assisting  education  and
the  performance  of  a  Major  League
Baseball team. It seems that there's more
to this correlation than meets the eye –
perhaps a hidden tooth or two, or maybe
just a great big smile waiting to emerge.
After all, it's not every day that a research
project  leaves  you  grinning  from ear  to
ear,  much  like  the  feeling  of  hitting  a
grand slam or finally getting that cavity
filled.

LITERATURE REVIEW

     To  contextualize  the  seemingly
unconventional  partnership  between
Associates  degrees  awarded  in  Dental
Assisting  and  the  performance  of  the
Baltimore  Orioles,  our  review of  related
literature encompasses a diverse array of
scholarly  inquiries  and  theoretical
investigations.  In  "Dental  Assisting:  A
Comprehensive  Approach,"  Smith  et  al.
underscore  the  significance  of  dental

education in shaping the future workforce
of  oral  health  professionals.
Simultaneously, in "Baseball and Beyond:
The  Athletic  Adventures  of  America's
Favorite Game," Doe and Jones elucidate
the multifaceted nature of  baseball  as a
cultural  phenomenon  intertwined  with
statistics  and  performance.  These
foundational  studies  provide  essential
frameworks  for  understanding  the
underpinnings of our current inquiry.

     As we transition from the conventional
to  the  unconventional,  the  literature
review expands to encompass alternative
perspectives.  "The  Cavity  Crew
Chronicles"  and  "The  Tooth  Fairy  Tales"
novels,  although  fictitious,  offer
imaginative  narratives  integrating
elements  of  dental  care  and  mythical
creatures - perhaps serving as metaphors
for  the  fantastical  connection  between
dental  education  and  baseball  statistics.
Moving  onto  the  whimsical  realm,  the
colorful cast of "Arthur" and "SpongeBob
SquarePants" provides a lighthearted lens
through  which  to  view  unexpected
correlations,  underscoring  the  playful
nature of our unique investigation.

     Much  like  a  well-crafted  joke,  our
literature review is not simply a rehashing
of established facts and figures. Instead,
it  is  a  presentation  of  divergent
viewpoints  and  unanticipated
connections.  Just  as a punster weaves a
thread  of  humor  through  seemingly
disparate  elements,  our  study  seeks  to
thread the needle between the worlds of
dental education and professional sports.
It's  like finding the perfect punchline in
an  unexpected  place  -  a  grand  slam  of
intellectual inquiry, if you will.
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     In the words of my dentist, "A good
laugh is the best medicine – well, next to
brushing  and  flossing,  of  course."  With
this  sentiment  in  mind,  we venture  into
the heart of our investigation, embracing
the  unconventional,  and  perhaps,  the
downright  comical  associations  between
dental  education  and  baseball  prowess.
After  all,  who  says  a  scholarly  pursuit
can't also be a grand slam of humor and
insight?

METHODOLOGY

So,  how  exactly  did  we  go  about
unraveling  the  dental-baseball
conundrum, you ask? Well, we didn't need
a crystal ball to figure it out, just a whole
lot of data and a dash of good humor. Our
approach  was  as  methodical  as  it  was
mirthful,  encompassing  both  statistical
analysis  and  a  healthy  appreciation  for
the game of baseball – because let's face
it, who doesn't love a good stretch in the
baseball diamond?

First  off,  we  moseyed  on  over  to  the
National  Center  for  Education  Statistics
to  get  our  hands  on  the  number  of
Associates  degrees  awarded  in  Dental
Assisting from 2011 to 2021. It was like
sifting through mounds of dental floss to
find  that  one  stubborn  piece  stuck
between your teeth – quite the meticulous
task, but oh-so-satisfying when you finally
get  it  out!  We  then  sauntered  over  to
Baseball-Reference.com  to  gather  the
runs  scored  by  the  Baltimore  Orioles
during the same time frame. It's a good
thing  we  had  our  statistical  gloves  on,
because we were about to hit a statistical
home run of our own.

Now, did we consider the possibility that
our  data  might  unveil  a  case  of  sheer
randomness,  akin  to  someone  randomly
hitting  a  home  run  with  a  toothbrush?
Absolutely!  To  account  for  potential
confounding  variables,  we  employed  a
robust statistical model that controlled for
factors such as team performance, player
acquisitions,  and  the  ever-elusive
"baseball luck." We also adjusted for any

external  influences  that  could  skew  our
findings, such as the presence of dental-
themed  promotions  at  Oriole  Park  at
Camden Yards. I guess you could say we
were intent on drilling down to the core of
the  matter,  much  like  a  dentist  digging
deep  to  find  the  root  cause  of  a  pesky
toothache.

Keeping an eye on statistical significance,
we calculated a correlation coefficient to
measure the strength and direction of the
relationship  between  the  number  of
Dental  Assisting  Associates  degrees
awarded  and  the  runs  scored  by  the
Orioles.  The  results  were  as  clear  as  a
freshly polished set of pearly whites – a
correlation coefficient of 0.9113451 with
p < 0.01. It was a statistical home run, if
you will, confirming that there was indeed
a  meaningful  connection  between  these
seemingly  incongruous  variables.  It's
almost like hitting a walk-off grand slam
with  a  toothbrush  instead  of  a  bat  –
unlikely, but undeniably awe-inspiring.

With our data in hand and our statistical
arsenal fully loaded, we set out to unravel
the  mystery  behind  the  coalescence  of
dental  education  and  America's  favorite
pastime.  It  was  a  journey  filled  with
surprising  revelations,  a  fair  share  of
dental puns, and a newfound appreciation
for  the  delightful  absurdity  of  research.
Just  like  a  good  toothpaste  commercial,
our  methodology  left  us  feeling  minty
fresh and ready  to  share our  revelatory
findings with the world!

RESULTS

During the period from 2011 to 2021, our
analysis  revealed  a  remarkably  strong
correlation  between  the  number  of
Associates  degrees  awarded  in  Dental
Assisting  and  the  runs  scored  by  the
Baltimore  Orioles.  With  a  correlation
coefficient of 0.9113451 and an r-squared
value of 0.8305500, our findings suggest
a  robust  positive  relationship  between
these  seemingly  unrelated  variables.  In
statistical terms, this correlation is about
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as clear as a pearly white smile  after  a
thorough cleaning.

As  shown  in  Fig.  1,  the  scatterplot
illustrates  the  unmistakable  upward
trend, resembling the satisfying feeling of
hitting  a  home  run  in  the  field  of
statistical  analysis.  Perhaps  the  Orioles
should  consider  adding  a  dental  drill  to
their  equipment  –  after  all,  precision  is
crucial both in dentistry and on the ball
field.

It's almost as if the dental assistants are
whispering words of encouragement from
the  sidelines,  propelling  the  Orioles  to
swing  for  the  fences like  a  kindly  tooth
fairy leaving coins under a pillow. While
some  may  find  this  connection  as
surprising as finding a tooth in a baseball
glove, our data paints a picture as clear
as a plaque-free smile – or in this case, a
scoreboard filled with runs.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

In light  of  these results,  it's  safe to say
that  the  link  between these variables  is
stronger than the bond holding together a
dental  crown.  It  seems  that  the  future
dentists-in-training are not just aiming for
a  successful  career  –  they're  also
unknowingly fueling the Orioles' success
on  the  field.  It's  a  match  made  in
statistical  heaven,  where  the  only  drills
involved are those in the classroom and
the batter's box.

In  conclusion,  while  the  connection
between  dental  assisting  degrees  and
baseball  performance  may  seem  as

unlikely  as  finding  a  toothbrush  in  a
baseball dugout, our research shows that
there's  more  to  this  association  than
meets  the  eye.  It  seems that  the future
dental professionals are not just learning
how  to  perfect  a  smile  –  they're  also
contributing  to  the  runs  scored  by  the
Orioles,  making  their  mark  on  the
baseball  diamond  like  a  well-aimed  line
drive. After all, in the world of statistics,
sometimes  the  most  unexpected
correlations can hit it out of the park – or
at  least  bring  a  smile  to  the  face  of  a
perplexed researcher.

DISCUSSION

The  results  of  our  study  reveal  a
statistically  significant  relationship
between  the  number  of  Associates
degrees awarded in Dental Assisting and
the runs scored by the Baltimore Orioles.
This unusual association may leave many
scratching their  heads,  much like trying
to  solve  a  tooth-related  riddle,  but  the
data  speaks  for  itself.  It  seems  that
baseball and dental education have more
in common than meets the eye, much like
a  hidden  cavity  just  waiting  to  be
discovered  -  sorry,  that  was  a  bit  of  a
stretch, but you get the drill.

Our findings align with the prior research
that has delved into unlikely pairings and
unconventional  correlations.  Similar  to
the imaginative narratives found in "The
Cavity Crew Chronicles" and "The Tooth
Fairy  Tales,"  our  study  has  uncovered a
narrative  of  its  own,  where  dental
education and baseball statistics converge
in a surprising and, dare I say, enchanting
manner.  It's  almost like finding a dental
floss  dispenser  at  a  ballpark  –
unexpected, yet oddly fitting.

The  robust  correlation  coefficient  of
0.9113451  mirrors  the  strength  of  a
baseball  player's  swing,  highlighting the
undeniable  link  between  the  number  of
Dental  Assisting  Associates  degrees
awarded  and  the  runs  scored  by  the
Orioles.  This relationship is as firm as a
well-set dental crown, leaving little room
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for  doubt  about  the  influence  of  dental
education  on  the  performance  of  a
professional baseball team. It's almost as
if  the  dental  assistants  are  secretly
moonlighting  as  the  Orioles'  good  luck
charm, reminding us that in the world of
statistics,  the  most  unexpected
connections can be as powerful as a solid
batting average.

Furthermore, our results are in line with
the  light-hearted  lens  through  which
unexpected  correlations  were  viewed  in
"Arthur"  and  "SpongeBob  SquarePants."
After  all,  who  would  have  thought  that
dental education and baseball could form
such  a  formidable  statistical  duo?  This
unexpected  partnership  is  like  a  well-
timed  pun  -  surprising,  yet  undeniably
delightful.

In light of our findings, it becomes clear
that  the  relationship  between  the
variables  studied  is  not  merely  a
statistical  curiosity,  but  rather  a
meaningful  and  compelling  interplay
between  two  seemingly  disparate
domains.  Just  as  a  good  dad  joke  can
bring a smile to anyone's face, our study
has brought to light a correlation that is
undeniably poignant and perhaps a touch
whimsical.  It's  almost  like  finding  the
punchline  to  a  great  joke  in  the  most
unexpected  of  places  -  a  home  run  of
intellectual discovery.

CONCLUSION

In  conclusion,  our  research  has
uncovered  a  surprising  and  toothsome
connection between the number of Dental
Assisting Associates degrees awarded and
the runs scored by the Baltimore Orioles.
It's almost as if the Orioles are taking the
phrase  "driving  for  success"  quite
literally,  with  the  dental  assistants
providing  the  extra  'filling'  needed  for
their performance. 

As  the  old  saying  goes,  "Why  was  the
baseball player a bad sport? Because he
was  always  getting  to  the  'root'  of  the
problem!" But in this case, it  seems our

dental assistants are helping the Orioles
find the 'root' to their baseball success.

Our findings suggest that the educational
pursuits  of  aspiring  dental  professionals
are  not  only  shaping  successful  careers
but  also  inadvertently  boosting  the
Orioles'  performances  on  the  diamond.
It's like a double-header of success - one
for  the  dental  field  and  another  for
America's favorite pastime. 

At  this point,  it's  safe to say that we've
extracted as much valuable and laughter-
inducing insight as humanly possible from
this  unexpected  correlation.  No  more
research is needed here - at least until the
tooth fairy starts leaving baseballs under
kids' pillows!
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